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A COMPUTATION
OF THE EQUIVARIANT INDEX
OF THE DIRAC OPERATOR
BY

NICOLE BERLINE and MICH^LE VERGNE (*)
TO J . DIXMIER

RfesuMfe. — Nous donnons une demonstration dcs formules de points fixes d'AtiyahSinger pour Foperateur de Dirac tordu sur une variete riemaniennc M, en utilisant Inequation
de la chaleur sur sa variete des repcres P. En particulicr, Ie genre A fait son entree en scene
comme Jacobien de F application exponenticllc sur la variete P.
ABSTRACT. - We give a proof of the Lcfschetz fixed-point formulas of Atiyah-Singer for
the twisted Dirac operator on a compact spin manifold M by using the heat equation on
the frame bundle P. In particular, the A class makes its entrance as the Jacobian of the
exponential map on the manifold P.

Introduction

In this article, we give a simple proof of ATIYAH-BOTT-SEGAL-SINGER'S
([3], [4], [5]) fixed-point formulae for the twisted Dirac operator Df on a
compact Spin manifold At. Our method relies on the heat equation on
the frame bundle P of M.
Recall that the index density A was computed independently by GILKEY
[14] and PATODI [21] using the heat equation method on M and their
familiarity with differential geometry.
Recently, some physicists (ALVAREZ-GAUME [I], FRIEDAN and WINDEY
[11], WITTEN (see [2])) came up with the idea that the index density A and
its related mysterious function

r-M- (^) .
sh x\~112
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should appear naturally. Indeed, soon after, E. GETZLER ([12], [13]) and
J. M. BISMUT [9] gave direct proofs of the formulae of Gilkey-Patodi. In
E. Getzler, the class A appears due to the approximation of the kernel of
^Dz by the kernel of an harmonic oscillator, while in J. M. Bismut 7" 1/2 (x)
is related to the law of random areas in R2. For us, the class A make its
entrance as the Jacobian of the exponential map on P. Thus our desire
to understand the striking similarity between Kirillov universal formula
and index formulae ([7], [8], [22]) is partly fulfilled.
As it should appear clearly to the reader, our proof contains some
transfers of the probabilistic approach of J. M. Bismut and uses an idea
of E. Getzler. It seems however worthwhile to write our own proof, as
our method, bound by our own limitations, requires little. Furthermore,
our method applies as well to the case of a group action. It gives the
index density on the fixed point submanifold. The only other direct
approach to this result is the probabilistic method of J. M. BISMUT [9].
To illustrate the basic simplicity of our method, we now give a quick
proof—which should be read before going on with the rest of the paper—of
the simplest case, index D== | A, where D is the Dirac operator on the
JM
spin manifold M. [Notions not defined in the introduction may be found
in the text of the article.]
Let M be a spin manifold. Let F(^) = r { y " ) C r(^~) be the decomposition of spinor fields in even and odd spinors, D^ (resp. D ~ ) the
restriction of the Dirac operator D to r { y ^ ) (resp. F(y~)). As proposed
by ATIYAH-BOTT [3], the use of the fundamental formula of MCKEANSINGER [18],
index D=dim ker D^ -dim ker D~
^tT(e~ID~D')-tT(e'tD'D~^

for all r>0,

reduces the calculation of the index of D to the study of the asymptotics
of the right hand side. We indicate now how to carry out this calculation
by relating Z>2 to the scalar Laplacian of the frame bundle of M.
Let M be a spin manifold of dimension n = 2 / , V^R", 9=5o(n),
G=Spin(n) the two-fold cover of S0(n). We also identify 9 with
A 2 V. Let P ^ M be the frame bundle of Af. Let s^(P} be the algebra
TOME 113 - 1985 - N 3
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of forms on P. Consider the fundamental 1-form Oe^ 1 (P) ® V, defined
by
ejJO^-^JIO

for

XeT^(P).

Let G)eJ^ l (P)®9 be the Levi-Civita connection. Then 6 ©CD define
a trivialization of the tangent bundle to P, TP=P x (V © 9).
The manifold P has a canonical Riemannian structure by considering
Ty P as the direct orthogonal sum of its horizontal tangent space and its
vertical tangent space 9.
Let P' -^ P be the two-fold cover of P with structure group G. The
lifts to P ' of the forms 6, co are still denoted by 9, o. We have
Tp' = p' x (V © 9). For x e V © 9, we denote by ;? the vector field on P '
such that (6©co)(j?)=.x. Similarly P' is considered as a Riemannian
manifold. The curves t -^ u expta for a € 9, u € ?' are geodesies of P\ Let
e, be the canonical basis of R", e^ an orthonormal basis of 9. The
Laplacian A is given on the space of function on P ' by
0.1

A^?,)2^^)2-

Let T be an irreducible representation of the group G in a vector space
Vy ^, = P' x VJG be the associated vector bundle. We identify the space
of sections H^,) of ^\ to the subspace of C°° (P', V,) of ^-valued
functions on P' satisfying
f(ug)^{g)-' f(u\

ueP',

geG.

Remark that the restriction of A to HY",) differs from the operator
^,(e,)2 by a scalar (image of the Casimir of 9 in the representation T).
Consider on Af, P\ G the volume forms dx, du, dg. Let k ((, u, u)(t >0)
be the C^-kernel of the operator e^. Let
^(r, uo, u)= f k(t. uo, i^-1)^)^.
Jc
Then, for for (i\), the function u-^O, MQ, u).f(u) is a function on
P7G=M and the kernel of the restriction of ^A to r(i^\) is given by:
0.2

(^./KI^ f (^(r, uo, u)./(u))^.
JM
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In particular, let 5=5'*' ©S~ be the spinor-space (see Section 1). We
denote by p* the representation of G in S1. We obtain the spin bundles
y, y ~ ' . Denote by x* the characters of p'1', p~.
0.3

LetAO,Uo,u)=|k(t,Uo»^' l )(X + -X")te)^•
JG

The function u -»A ((, u, u) is a function on P'/G = M, that we denote
by A(t, x). Denote by A4', A" the restrictions of A to n.9^). The
operator A^ © A" coincides with the square of the Dirac operator, except
for a Oth-order term [17] which is easily seen to be irrelevant in the
calculation of the index density (see Section 3). We have then:
0.4

tr ^ -tr ^ = | A ((, x)dx,
JM

and
index D =

JM

lim, ^ o A (^ x) ^x'

We will indeed see that, for every x € M,
/(x)=lim^o^(^ x)
exists. The density I ( x ) d x is called the index density.
Consider Oej^CP^Q the Riemannian curvature of the manifold
M. Consider the function
/^/2_^-</2\

^(a)=det^l——————j

for ae9=5o(IQ.

Let A=jvil2(~-W2m)) be the Chern-Weil form on M, associated to
the G-in variant analytic function^ 1/2 on 9. Let us prove:
0.5

Let x 6 At, then lim, ^ o A (^ x)dx = (^J lmal1 -

Proof. — Let u above x, then
/!((, x)= f fc(f. u, ^^-^(x^-X')^)^
Jo
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Let ^f(a) be a cut-off function on 9 identically 1 near 0 and of small
support. As, for t -»0, k ((, u, u') is very small outside the diagonal, we
can compute 0.5 by
0.6

k(t, u, u exp~fl)(x + -X')(exp a)^{a)j^(a)da,

lim^o
Jfl

where dg=j^(a) da in exponential coordinates.
Let UoeP\ exp^ : T^P')-^?' the exponential map. Let 6(uo, u) be
the tangent map to exp^ at the point e\p^(u). Then

e (i^o,")'' Tyo (p/) ^ ^ (p/)'
0.7

For

^y N ""^""ly on pt x p^

fc(t, Uo, u)=(47cO-diIn ^/2^-(i/^)«"o. x)
x^o^.^^+O^-^' 7 2 ^ 1 )

with C/o^o. u)=(det(0(Mo, u)))~112. As T^(P') and TJP') are both identified with VQQ we can consider 6(uo, u) as an endomorphism of
^©9. We denote J(u, a)=9(u, u exp a).
The restriction of 0^ to the horizontal tangent space at u define an
element of A 2 ^ / * ® 9 (still denoted by nj by ^A^-*^(e,,^).
If a=£fl,^, A €p we denote by (Q^, a) the contraction of Q^ by a, i.e.
(ft,, fl)==2:a.,n,(e,,e,)e9.
It is easy to prove (see 2.20, 2.21) that
0.8
0.9

J(u,a) 9=

1 —exp(—ad a)
ad a

J(u,a)\V^e\py(-a)

l-exp^(-n,,Q)/2
(Qu, a)/2

Thus we have
0 . 1 0 lm^oA(t\ x)=\m^Q(4nt^l(4nt)~diM9/2
L^^jy^^^ 0)12)^(0)

^(a)(^ -ft") (exp a)da.
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To express the right hand side, we introduce the distribution SuperDirac on 9
0.11

(8^,(p)=(Pff(5).<p)(0),

where Pff is the constant coefficient operator on 9= A2 V corresponding
to the polynomial Pfaffian of a, i. e.
l!W(a)e^ A e^ A ... A e^a A ... A a.

The skew-invariance of Pff under 0(n) shows that, for x|/ invariant by
0(n)

0.12

8.^(p)=^(0)6-^((p).

We have

(X'-X-Kexp a)^(-li)1 Pff(0)^(0).
The f unctions j^2,^12 are 0 (n)-in variant functions on 9.
As Pff(fl) is a harmonic polynomial on g homogeneous of degree /,
Pf^o)^"114111^4 is an eigenfunction for the Fourier transform, thus the
following formula results:
If (p is a C°° function on g with compact support:
0.13 lim^oO^rr^nr)^""^ 2
=(z7c)-'(8.,, <p).
x, L-^^(^-^-)(expa)n>(a)da
e

To prove 0.5, we need only to compute the value of the distribution 8.1
on the function a -^ l / 2 (- (0, fl)/2).
More generally, let £ be a vector space and P be a polynomial function
on £ (or a germ at 0 of an analytic function on £). Then, as A1^0111 V*
is a commutative algebra, P extends to a polynomial function:
P : A1^"1 V* ® £ -» A1^6111 V*.

Let <D € A 2 V* ® £, then P (<D) 6 A1^ V*. For a € 9 = A 2 V, we denote
by (<1>, a)eE the contraction of <D by a. The function P<» (a) == P ((<!>, a))
is a function on 9. It is immediate to see that
S-itP^IPW]1"1"1
and the formula (0.5) results.
TOME 113 - 1985 - ?3
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The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we specify notations
for the Clifford algebra, even and odd spin representations, etc., and we
give the technical asymptotic result (Proposition 1.23, generalizing 0.13)
which will be essential in our derivation of the index density formula. In
Section 2 we make the necessary computations concerning the Riemannian
structure on the frame manifold and its two-fold covering P\ In Section
3 we relate the index density of a twisted Dirac operator on M to the
corresponding heat kernel on P\ Then, with the help of Morse lemma,
the identification of the equivariant index density as a differential form
on the fixed point set is reduced to the computation of a Gaussian integral
which was done in 1.23. It turns out that all the information needed
about the asymptotics of the heat kernel is contained in the graded
terms—with respect to the natural filtration on the Clifford algebra, the
use of which is a key idea in E. Getzler—and these can be computed
explicitly.
We would like to thank M. Andler, Y. Benoist, M. Duflo, I. Segal for
helpful comments.

1. Clifford algebra, spinors and the distribution Super Dirac

1.1. Let ^==R" with its canonical basis e^ e^ . . . , e^ orientation,
inner product, etc. In the whole article, we will assume that n is even,
n=2(.
Let C(V} be the Clifford algebra of V. It is defined as the quotient of
the tensor algebra T(V) by the ideal generated by the elements
x ® ^ - h ^ ® x + 2 < x , ^>=0

for

x.yeV.

The Clifford algebra inherits a natural filtration, where C^V) is the
subspace of C(V) spanned by products of at most i elements of K The
corresponding graded algebra is isomorphic to the exterior algebra
A V. We denote by gr = © gr111 the canonical map ®.C (V) ^ A V.
We denote by A"^ V the (commutative) algebra of even elements in A V
and by C"*' (V) the subalgebra of C{V) generated by products of an even
number of elements of K
1.2. The complexified Clifford algebra C(V) ®nC has a unique (up to
equivalence) irreducible representation in a complex vector space S of
dimension I1. This representation, denoted by p, identifies C(V)®nC
BULLETIN DE LA SOC1ETE MATHEMATIQUE DE FRANCE
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with End S. The space S is called the space of spinors and p the spin
representation.
Put oi'=e^e^.. .e^eC(V). Then a 2 ^—!)', and p(a) decomposes S
into the sum S^ © S~ of the even and odd spinor spaces, where

s^ivcS.pWv^v},
S~={i?€S, p(a)l?=—i~ I l?}.

The subalgebra C^ (V) leaves S'' and S' stable. We denote by p1 the
corresponding representations of C^ (V)in S±.
Define the supertrace of an element aeC(V) by
si(a)=i1 tr p(aa).
Then, for aeC^ (V), the supertrace is given by
st(fl)=trp + (fl)-t^p~(fl),
and, for aeC(V), we have
g^(nl(fl)=2~il< St(fl)Ci A (?2 A . . . A (?„.

1.3. We identify A 2 V with the subspace 9=©,<^Re^ of C" (V) via
the map e^/\e^e,e^ Then V is invariant under the map
v-^-c(a)v=av—va, for a 6 9. The endomorphism t(a) is infinitesimally
orthogonal and the representation T of g in V defines an isomorphism of
9 onto so (n). We note that T (^ eft) = £y where
L

^^ -^
£,^,=^
(1^7),

£^^==0

for k^i,j.

We may write a.y for T(fl)r.
1.4. The universal covering group G = Spin (n) of 50 (n) can be realized
as a subgroup of the group of invertible elements of C^ (V). The map
cxp : 9 -+ G coincides with the exponential map in the algebra C (V). We
denote by the same letters p, p1 the restriction to G and 9 of the spin
representations. Then the spin representation of the Lie algebra 9 is the
differential of the spin representation of the group G.
TOME 113 - 1985 - N° 3
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1.5. For fl€9, we define a linear transformation of g by
l^xp^ado)
ad a
Then (as in any Lie algebra) we have for a, fee 9.
1.6

,

d

— exp (fl+6b)|^o=(exp a)J^(a) b.
d6

Define jg (a) = det Jg (a). Since detg exp ad a/2 = 1 we have
1.7

^^exp(ada/2)-exp-(ad./2)
ado

Define
expT(fl)/2-exp~T(fl)/2
jy (a) = defy ————————————.
x(a)

The functions jy and jg have analytic square roots on 9, such that
^2(o^/2(o)^
1.8. The Pfaffian Pff(fl) of an element a e A2 ^=9 is defined by
a A a A ... A a
————,———— =Pff(o)ei A ... A ^.
It is easily verified that for O€Q
st(exp i^^F' Pff (a)^2^).
1.9. We identify 9 with its dual 9* through the scalar product normalized by||z. A^.[|==L
Denote by Pff (9} the differential operator with constant coefficients on
9 which corresponds to the polynomial function a -^ Pff (a).
We define the distribution SuperDirac 5 _ i on 9 by
8_^(<p)=(Pff(a).(p)(0). We identify the symmetric algebra 5(9)=5(9*)
with the algebra of polynomial functions on 9.
The injection
9 * s A 2 K - ^ A + V,
BULLETIN DE LA SOCIETE MATHfeMATlQUE DE FRANCE
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extends to a canonical algebra homomorphism
A: S(Q*)^A^V.
Then the distribution Super Dirac, considered as a linear map on S (9*),
factors through A.
Precisely, let us define a linear map t^^ on AVby
1.10

w^r.lOv)^ A . . . A ^ .

Then
1.11

8.i(<p)=^(A(p).

1.12 Denote by S(g*) the algebra of formal power series on 9.
The canonical homomorphism A clearly extends to S(Q*). We still
denote by A the homomorphism
C^^^^V
obtained by composing A with the map
€"(9)^5(9*).

given by the Taylor series expansion at the origin. Then 1.11 holds with
(pe§(9*)

or

(peC^).

1.13. The full orthogonal group 0 (n) acts on V, 9, \V, etc. The map
A commutes with these actions. Remark that the only 0(n) invariant
elements in A V are the scalars. Thus if <p, v|/ e C00 (9) and (p is 0 (n)~
invariant, we have
A((px|0=<p(0)/l(vt/)
and by 1.11.
1.14

8_i(<px|/)=(p(0)8.i(^).

1.15. We will compute the distribution 8 _ , on functions on 9 obtained
by the following procedure: let £ be a finite dimensional vector space, let
<pe5(£*) be a polynomial function on £. Since the algebra A'*' V is
commutative, <p extends to a polynomial map
<p: A" ^ ® £ - ^ A " V.
TOME 113 - 1985 - N° 3
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In particular, for tie A2 V ® £, <p(Q) is an element of A^ V.
For ae9=A 2 ^, we denote by <Q, o > e £ the contraction defined by
the scalar product on 9. We obtain a polynomial function on 9 by
^(^^(^a)).
The following relation is immediate
1.16

^(<pn)=<p(n).

thus
8-i(<Pn)=r-i((p(ft)).

As in 1.12 all this still holds for (p in S ( E * ) or in C°° (£).
The distribution 5_i will appear in the study of the asymptotics of the
heat kernel associated to the Dirac operator on a spin manifold At.
Denote by da the Lebesgue measure on the Euclidean vector
space 9. The following proposition is well known:
1.17. PROPOSITION. — (i) Let (p be a C00 function with compact support
on the Euclidean space IR1", then
lim^oO^O^ 2 f ^"^^^(tOA^cptO).
JR(ii) Let <p be a C°° function with compact support on 9, then
Im^^Ant)-1'^^2 |e- l l f l l l 2 / 4 'Pff(fl)(p(fl)dfl=(2^)- < 6_l((p).
^9

Proof. — For the convenience of the reader we give a proof of
(ii). Remark that the Pfaffian is a harmonic polynomial homogenous of
degree I on 9. Recall the:
LEMMA. — Let P be a homogeneous harmonic polynomial of degree I on
R"1. Then the function x -» P{x)e~^x^212 is an eigenfunction with eigenvalue i~1 for the Fourier transform
(^.OOO^TO--72 f e^^'^f^dy.
JR*"
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Proof. — Consider the harmonic oscillator
u—V"
^
y2
~Li=18^~xt•

H

Then
^•s=^MnK/4^»xH/4

As P is harmonic and homogeneous of degree /, the function
P(x)e~ilx^2f2 is an eigenfunction for H with eigenvalue —(w+2/).
From the lemma we obtain:
(4^-<-d«n 9/2 L-^l^Pff^q)^)^

^(2^)-<l.m 9/2(2,^-1 L-rimP pff(y(^(p)(^.

This last expression has an asymptotic expansion in powers of (, when
r-»0, given by the Taylor expansion of e"' 11 ^ 112 . In particular the limit
exists and is given by (ii).
1.18 COROLLARY. — Let <p be a C°° function on 9 with compact
support.

Then:

lim^o^O"''*1""872 |e" ^fllj2/4( st(^)(p(fl)dfl=(^7c)-'5_l((p).

Proof. - We have (1.8) st(^)=(-2Q 1 Pff^)^ 2 ^), and);/2 is 0(n)invariant, with j^12 (0) = 1. The result follows from (ii) and 1.14.
To compute the equivariant index of a twisted Spin complex we will
need a generalization of 1.18, Proposition 1.23 below.
1.19. Let £ be a finite dimensional complex vector space. We identify
End(5®£)=EndS®End £ with C(lQ®End £.
We extend the supertrace to C ( ^ ) ® E n d £ by setting
st(fl®fc)=st(a) tr£(fc)forfl€C(^Oand fceEnd £.
We still denote by tr^
l®trf:

A + ^®End £ • ^ A + V.

We fix a section map a: A" ^-^S(g) of the map A in 1.9.
denote also by a the map a ® 1: A* V® End £ -+ S (9) ® End £.
TOME 1 1 3 - 1985 - N° 3
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A first generalization of 1.18 is the following.
1.20. PROPOSITION. — Let 9 be a compactly supported C°° function on
9 with values in C^^V) ® End E.
Then
lim^oO^r'"*1""872^
x \e~^a^si({ea®l)<S>(a))da
=(f7c)^8_Yfl^t^a(gr l2J] <D(fl))^ N )y

Proof. — Modifying <I> outside a neighborhood of Oeg does not change
the asymptotics of the integral. Since the endomorphism Jg (a) in 1.6 is
invertible for small a, we may suppose that <2> is of the form
<D(fl)=(^(fl)fci). . .(J,(fl)fc,)(p(a),

with f c i , . . . , f c , 6 9 and <p e C" (9, End £). By Campbell-Hausdorff
formula, we have for a, b e 9
^-fl^fl+cfc^^t/ (e, a, b)

where / is a 9-valued function, analytic in a neighborhood of (0, 0, 0),
such that
/(0,fl,^)=J^)fc.
Therefore
e-'e'-^^^^^b)

where
0, (a, fc) e C1' (V)

and

gr12^ <D^ (a, fc) = (Jg (a) (»>».

Put
1.21

4'(fl)=—— c '——e- < •e-• + t ' t - + • + I A(p(a)|^....^.
C/E| ... c'c.

Then, for <^ as above,
g^l2Jl<D(fl)=gl42jjT(a).
BULLETIN DE LA SOC1ETE MATH^MATIQUE DE FRANCE
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Using induction on j, we see that if suffices to prove 1.20 for the
function ^P of the form 1.21. For such a V, performing the change of
variables a-h£i & i + . . . -l-c^-^a, we see easily that the limit of the
integral in 1.20 is the same as
\m^o(4ntrl'dtm^2^b„a)...(b^a)e^a^tsi(ea)tT^(a)da.
•/a
For k^ \ we have ({sida)kbp a>=0, thus we have
<J,(fl)fc,fl>=<fc,fl>,

and we obtain 1.20 by applying 1.18.
1.22 We will need a further generalization of 1.18 in the following
situation:
Let V^VoQVi be an orthogonal decomposition of V^R", with VQ
identified to R210 and V^ to R 2 ^. For i=0, 1 we denote by 9,, G, the
Lie algebra so(r,) and the corresponding Spin group, considered as subsets
of the Clifford algebra C (F',). We have a canonical identification
C(n=C(^o)®C(^).
We denote by 58. i the Super Dirac distribution on 9 and by 690^ the Super
Dirac distribution on 90. We denote by st1 the supertrace on C(V^\
1 . 2 3 PROPOSITION. — Let Yi be an element of C(V^) and let <I> be a
compactly supported C^ function on 9 x V ^ with values in Clj (V} (g) End E.
Then

lim^o^O"'"'*"" 9 2 ^
x j

^l-ti^il^^st^y, ® l)<D(fl, v))dadv

Jflxr,

=(l7c)-'ost l (Y^)8 fl Ol(fl-t^^a(gr I2J1 <I)(a,0))( fl )^
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Proof. - Put ^{a,v)^(y^\)^(a,v). Since C(V^cC^(V), we
have v|/(a, v)€C2{j^ll}(V). Applying 1.20 to this function, and 1.17 (i)
we obtain
1.24 lim^oO^r^""9^1^
x [^-^^'^^"'^stft^yi®!)^^,^))^^
=(l7l)- f 88_Yfl-.t^CT(g^ I2 ^ 2< l lx F(fl,0))fj)y
We have

1.25 gr 12 ^ 2 ^^® l)<D(a, ( ) ) ) = ( — J st^yi) gr^O^a, 0) A co,,
where o)i is the canonical element of A2*1 (V^). Denote by p the projection
A + V -> A + VQ and by p, the projection S (9) -+ 5 (go) associated to the
decomposition ^==1^®^. Denote by AQ the canonical map
5(Qo) -^ A^ ^o. Then AQ°P^=P° A and for ueA"*" ^ we have
f^UCDi)^9-0!^).

Therefore, using 1.11, we deduce 1.23 from 1.24, 1.25 and the obvious
relation
/ l ( f l ^ C T C O i ( - D^^COi.

2. Riemannian structure on the frame bundle

Let M be a C^ manifold. We denote by ja/(M) the algebra of exterior
differential forms on M, by .^" (M) the commutative subalgebra of even
forms.
2 . 1 . Let A/ be an oriented Riemannian manifold of dimension
n = 2 / . Let P be the principal bundle of oriented orthonormal frames
and TC : P -* M the canonical projection. An element ue P is an isometry
of ^=R" with T,M, if x=n(u). The group S0(n) operates on the right
on P by (u,^)^uj?. The vertical tangent space to the fibers is then
identified with q.
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Consider on M the Levi-Civita connection. Let (0€.a/ z (P)®9 be the
corresponding 1-form. The horizontal tangent space at u e P is
{XcT^P such that ^(X)=0}.
Denote by Q€s/l(P)®V the fundamental 1-form on P defined by
Q^^u"1^^ forXeT^P. Let n€.a^(P)®9 be the curvature
form on M.
Recall the structure equations
2.2

de=-(OA9,

2.3

Ao=n--[co, ©].

2.4. The form 9 © CD determines a canonical trivialisation of the tangent
bundle, TP=Px(^©9).
2.5. Suppose that M admits a spin-structure. Thus there exists a
principal bundle P' with group G=Spin (n) such that
P=(P/®SO(n))|Spm(n).

For U€P\ geG denote by R(u)g or ug the action of G on P\ The
lifts to P' of the forms 6, o, 0 will also be denoted by 6, co, Q. The
tangent bundle TP' to P' is also trivialized in TP' = ?' x (V © 9), by 6 © CD.
2.6. For x e ^ © 9 , we denote by ! the vector field on P (or P')
such that (9©o))(x)=x. It is easy to obtain the following commutation
relations:
2.7
[a, &]=[a, b]"
for a, fee 9,
2.8

(a,;?]=(flx)^

for 069, xe^,

f«(|;.fl)-Q(,-.;)1

1

e((x,^])=o

^

J

We may also write the formulae 2.7, 2.8 as
2.10

[a, x]=(T(fl)xr

tor

fl€9,

x€l^©9,

where T denotes the canonical representation of 9 in V © 9.
2 . 1 1 . Consider on 9 the inner product defined by 1.9. As the tangent
space T^ P is the direct sum of the horizontal space isomorphic to T, M
and the vertical space isomorphic to 9, it has a canonical inner
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product. We will then consider P as an oriented Riemannian
manifold. The trivialisation T^P^ V © 9 is an isomorphism of Euclidean
spaces. Consider the Levi-Civita connection ^p (or simply V) on the
Riemannian manifold P. It is determined by its connection matrix in the
trivialisation TP=Px(^©g), i.e. by the endomorphism F.(x) of ^©9,
defined by:

(e©<(vj)=r,(x).^.
We compute now r^(x) omitting the subscript u. We need a notation:
the restriction of ^ to the horizontal space at u defines an element of
A2 V* ® 9, by (x, y) | ->• ^y(x, y) for x, ye V. We still denote this element
by ft,
Let aeg==A 2 V, the contraction (t^, a) of ^ by a is then an element
of 9. Explicitly, if
a

^'Lt^^naiJei^er

(ft^fl)=^n,(e,,?,).
LEMMA. — Let a, beQ and x, ye V. Then

2.12

roo^—no^).

2.13

rOOfl^Q,^,

2.14

^(a)x=ax^]-(^a)x,
4

2.15

r(fl)fc=-^,fr].

4

Proof. — Let Xi, x^, ^3 be elements of ^©9, then
2 < r ( x , ) X 2 , X 3 > = < [ ^ , Xj, ^ 3 > - < ^ 1 » [^ ^ 3 ] > ~ < ^ P ^L ^ 2 > -

Thus formulae 2.12, 2.15 are immediate consequences of 2.7, 2.9.
Similarly:

2<^(x)fl,^>=-<flx,^>~<x,fl>•>+<n(x,J : ),fl>.
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As a is antisymmetric, we have (ax, ^>-h<x, o y > = 0 and

<n(^,i0, fl>=^^^<n(^,^)e,, ^>^
by definition of the scalar product on 9,

^Zi^^"^^)^)^
by one of the symmetry property of the curvature tensor. Thus we
obtain 2.13.
The relation 2.14 is a consequence of 2.13 and of the no-torsion
property of V, i.e. VjX—V^fl==[a, x].
2.16 LEMMA. — Let xeV and fl€g. The integral curves of the vector
fields J? and a are geodesies of P. In particular, \ve have, for u € P, g € G
2.17

expyfl=u exp a

2.18

(e^pu^g^exp^ig'1 x)".

Proof. — The first assertion follows from the relation V^x=0, V^a=0.
The integral curves of a are by definition the trajectoires s^u exp sa
of the one parameters subgroups of G, hence 2.17. The curve (e\p^sx)g
has tangent vector R (g)^ S^(g~1 x)^ hence 2.18.
2.19. Let ueP. The map expy defines a diffeomorphism of a
neighborhood of 0 in T^P on a neighborhood of u in P. Let
Xe T^ P^ V © g. The tangent map to expy at the point A" is a linear map
from Ty P to T^^ ^ P. Both spaces being identified with V © g, we denote
by J(u, X) the corresponding automorphism of ^®Q. It is possible to
compute it explicitly, when XEQ.
PROPOSITION. ~ Let u e P and a e 9.

1 _ 0 ~ •d fl
j^^l^-^——,
ad a

2.20
2.21

T/i^n

J(u, a ) | ^ = e x p ( ~ f l ) .

1-exp (-l/2(^,a))
l/2(0,.fl)

Proof. — Let Xo6 K© 9. Consider the application R2 -^ P defined by:
u(s, r)=exp^(s(a+rxo)"').
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Let
y(s)= ^(s, 0)
St

and

y(s)=(Q © (o)(V(5)).

Then
J(u, fl).Xo=^(s)|,,i.
Denote by R the curvature of the manifold P. The Jacobi vector field
Y(s)=Sul8t is determined by the differential equation:
Su _ ( Su Bu \ Su
Z^ Y£ ^^pf^ au^ au
V ^ s ' Q t }) ' Q8ss '
Ss Ss St ~ \Bs

and the initial conditions ^(0)=0, y(0)=Xo (see [6]).
We have, for r=0, u (s, 0) = u exp sa, Quj8s=a. Thus, at the point
u (s) = u exp so, we have:
2.22

V,V,y=J?(fl, D.fl.

By definition of F, if r,(fl)=r^(,pfl, we have:

2.23

(eecoxv.v.Yt^f^+rj^y^+r,^)).^^
\d5

]\ds

)

Let us fix 5o, and let Vo=y(so). Then:
^(so)(^ ^^-(^V^-V^V.-V,,^^-).^
=V.V.o• fl ~ v (1«.^.o)-^ ^V,a=0
=Vi(Vi^-^(^^)^- v .^( fl )• l; o) w +^^) 2^ o)^

by no-Torsion property.
Thus:
2.24

(e©o))(^^(fl, Y).a)

+^

+^ < > co

•(^ •"")(£ • ° )

-2^,(a).(T(fl)to+T(^ 2 ^)|,-so•
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The equality of 2.23 and 2.24 gives the differential equation:
2.25

^+2^.(fl)^+2^,(fl)(T(fl)^(5))-T(fl) 2 ^(5)=0.
ds"
ds

Let us also denote by T the natural representation of G in V © 9.
From the G-invariancc of the Riemannian connection of P, it follows
that, for^eG, ueP, xeV^Q

2.26

Tter'r.MTQ^r^Tter1^.

Let y (s) = T (exp — sa) x (s). Then 2.25 becomes:
2.27

^+2(r,(fl)-T(fl))AC=0.
dsds

As ^ (0) = 0, y (0) = XQ, the initial conditions are x (0) = 0, x ' (0) = XQ. The
endomorphism r^(a)—x(a) preserves the decomposition ^©Q, thus
J(u, fl) also preserves this decomposition. If x^eV, x(s) for all s and
from 2.14
J2^
1 dx .
TT^^^-r^
^52
ds

By integration we obtain 2.21.
If Xo€Q, then x(s)eg for all 5, and we obtain the well known formula
2.20.
We now establish a formula that we will use for the determination of
the equivariant index. The reader can come back to read the proof of
this proposition when needed. Let q(u, u') be the square of the geodesic
distance between two points u, u of the manifold P.
2.28. PROPOSITION. — Let U€P, ye End V and aeQ. Define for re V,
v and a sufficiently near 0, h(v, 7, a)=q(e\p^, exp^(yi?)^ exp a). The
map v^h(v\ y, a) admits Oe V as critical point. Its Hessian at 0 is given
by the quadratic form:
Q(Y.a)(v)=

(l-(exp(Q,fl)/2)Y)r,——^^^——(l~Y)r
l-exp-(Q, fl)/2
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Proof. - Denote u(Q=exp^ tv. Let X(t)e F© 9 the vector such that
2.29

exp^X(rr=exp.,(rYrr exp a.

Thenh(n;.y.fl)=||X(r)||2.
We need to compute the development at order two of ||X(r)[|2, at
t = 0. For (= 0, X(0) = a. Let us first calculate A\ = dX/dt | ^ o by differentiating 2.29. We have:
- exp^X(r)|^o= -(exp,(,)fl)+ - exp, X (0^= o8t
ct
6t
As

exp,, (o fl= y (0,

exp a = exp., tv,

exp a = exp^ exp a ( (^P - a) • ^
—exp^,)fl=((exp-fl).r)":
ct

With the notation of 2.19,

^exp^n^o-w^ ^-^ir(7t

The right hand side of 2.29 is the integral curve of ((exp-fl)yiQ.
Thus we obtain:
(exp—a).r+J(u, fl).Xi=(exp-a)Yt\
2.30

^

i.e.

^a)
.(,-1),
1 -exp- 1/2(0, a)

In particular Xi € V. thus
h(ri?, y, a ) = < f l + r X i , f l + r X » > + o ( r ) = < a , f l > + o ( r ) as < X p a > = 0 .
Thus 0 is a critical point of the map v [ -» A (u, 7, a).

Put w (s, f) = exp^ ,„ (5 X(r)'}.
'ThenX(tf=ew/es(0, t).
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^(oii^f/^^l }
dt"

v/

"

dt^Ss'Bs/^J
/
— *- \

8w 8w\[
^/Af ——— «
^a/ai

v

8s

———

8s

>I

js=0

. / - Bw 8w \ [
'2 ( Va/a,—, — )
, by no-torsion,
\
St 8s /|,=o
, a /8w 8w\\
^T
' T8s
" )I |^o
Bs ^
\ St

_
8 .
^^=0•
^s

as v

The differential equation for the Jacobi vector field 8w/8t implies that
/ 8w 8w \
(—,—)=A(0+5B(t).
\ 8t 8s I

Hence
^\\X(1)^=28(1).
dt

We now compute the linear term in the expansion of B (t) at t = 0.
For s=0, 8w/8t{0, t)=v (2.16).
Thus/l(0=<i?, ^ ( r ) > = r < u , X^^-o(t).
For 5= 1, A (r)+B(r)= /^(l, r), ^(1, r)\ .
\ 8t
8s
I
We have already seen, from
exp^(,^(f)"==expJrYi;)""exp a
that
-^(1, r)=(exp(-a)yi?r.
^r

It remains to calculate aw/c?s(l, f).
We write 8w/8s(s, f)==(fl+fZ(s)-ho(r))^.
for the geodesic s -• w(s, t) gives us:

The equation V^,5/fo==0

</
0=-(a+rZ(5))+r^^(fl+rZ(s))(fl4-rZ(5)Ko(r).
fl5
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As I\(fl)fl==0, the linear term in t of this equation, gives the equation:

2.31

05

z(5)+r^ o)(^(5)+r^ o)(^(5))o=o.

Let Z(s)=exp-soZi(5). Using 2.26, 2.31 gives us the differential
equation:
2.32

^^^(Z^^O,
ds

with initial conditions Z^ (0) =Z(0) =X, e V.
As the application x-^r^(x)a preserves the decomposition F©g, the
curve Zi(5) remain in V, and the integration of 2.32 gives
Zi(5)=exp(-5(Q^a)/2)Xi.
Finally:
^(0+B(r)=r^Yt^exp-l(n„fl)^\+o(t),
B^r/exp^D,, a)yv, X^\ ~<i;, X, >+o(f).
As ^i is given by 2.30, we obtain our proposition.

3. Supertrace of the heat kernel and the equivariant index of the Dirac
operator

We start this section by stating some well known facts on the asymptotics
of the Heat kernel of a compact Riemannian manifold. Then we will
compare the square of the twisted Dirac operator D^ of a spin-manifold
to a horizontal Laplacian A^ on the manifold P\ We will finally deduce
the asymptotics of the trace of the kernel of the operator (y^), where 7
is an isometry of M, from the asymptotics of the kernel of e1^ and Morse
lemma.
3.1. Let Q be a Riemannian manifold, with Levi-Civita connection V°,
volume form dx and Laplacian A. Let ^, be a local choice of orthonormal
vector fields on Q. The Laplacian A is the second-order differential
operator acting on functions on g, given locally by the expression
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A==Si^.^—V^.^. The operator e^ (for r>0) is a smoothing operator
with a C°°-kernel k (t, XQ, x), i. e.
(^./)0co)=f k(t,xo,x)/(;c)<fcc.
JQ

Let ^(x,^) be a cut-off function on QxQ identically 1 in a small
neighborhood of the diagonal of Q. Let q(x, y) be the square of the
geodesic distance between x, y. ^¥ is chosen in order that q (x, y) is well
defined on Supp (^P). Let Exp, : T^Q -^Q be the exponential map and
9(x, y): T^Q ->• TyQ the tangent map to Exp^ at the point Exp^1 (y).
Let us fix XQ^Q and let
jo(y)=dete(xo, y\

r(y)^q(x^ y)112.

Let 3t be the radial vector field r d / d r along the geodesic joining XQ to y ( y
varies in a small neighborhood of Xo). Define inductively the functions
y -» [7, (XQ, >Q by the differential equations:
^.(^r t JoO/) l/2 )=r%^) l/2 (A. I/,.,)
and the initial condition l/o(^o» ^o)^We then have
U^ jO^oOr^det 6(xo, ^- 1/2 .
Recall (5^ [6]) the:
3.2. PROPOSITION [19]. — For every integer N, we have uniformly on
QxQ^
k (t. xo, y) = (4 n t) -d"no/2 T (xo, >-)
x^-»(xo. ^'(^^[/.(xo, >QO-^0(f N - (dim c/2)+l ).

More generally, let <f -* Q be a complex hermitian vector bundle over
Q with a hermitian connection V. For ^ a vector field on Q, we denote
by V ^ : F(^) -» r(^) the covariant derivation. The Laplace operator A^
acting on the space of sections V{S) of the bundle S is defined locally by
the, expression:
^^^^v^r
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Let V be a C00 section of the bundle End (S). We suppose that
V(x)= V(x)*. Let us consider the operator A^- V acting on F(<?). The
operator et(^'~v)(t>0) has a C^-kemel k^(t, XQ, ^)eHom(^y, <^). We
fix XQ e Q, and define EQ = <^. We identify S with <^* using the hermitian
structure. We extend the covariant derivative V^ to £o ® r (<?*).
Consider the section y^ Ui(xo, y) of
£o®r(<n (i.e. 17, (xo, ^)eHom(^ <^)),
defined inductively for i=0, 1, .. ., by:
3.3. V^ (17, r1^ <>)1/2) = r% (y)1/2 (A^ - V). C7, _ ,

and the initial condition
Uo(xo,Xo)^ldeEo^E^
We then have:
[/o(Jc,^)=dete(x,^- l/2 T(^^)

where
T(x,^)6Hom(^y, <^J
denotes the parallel transport along the geodesic from x to y. The proof
of 3.2 ([6], [20]) leads similarly to:
3.4. PROPOSITION. — For every integer N, we have uniformly on Q x Q:
kf(t. JCo, y)=(4nt)-dtm ^^(JCo, y)
^-.(xo. ^(^l/,0co, ^ Q + O ^ - ^ < ? 2 4 1 ) .

3.5. Consider a spin manifold M and let P ' -»M be a principal spinbundle over M of group G=Spin (n). As in Section 2, we consider P '
itself as a Riemannian manifold.
Let S be the space of the spin representation p. Then P' x ^ S = V is
the spin bundle over M. As the decomposition S ^ ^ ® ^ " is stable by
p, the spin bundle ^ is the direct sum of the even and odd spin bundles

y^=p-x^5\

y^P'x^S-.
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The group G acts on the space of C°° functions on P' by (g.f)(u)^f(ug).
Consider the action of G on the tensor product S ® C°° (P'). The
subspace (S ® C00 (P^aS ® C00 (P') can be identified to the space r(.5Q
of sections of the bundle y. Explicitly
r (y) == {/, S-valued 0°° functions on P', such that / (ug) = p (g)"1 f (u)}.
3.6. More generally, let S -» M be a complex vector bundle over M of
typical fiber £=C^. Consider the bundle K*(^) over P' and its space of
sections r{n*^). If x=n(u\ n*(^\=^y so the group G acts on Y(n*^}
by(^./)(u)=/(^).
Consider the action of G on the tensor product S®T(^*^). The
subspace (S ® H^^)) 0 of S ® nTt*^) is then identified with the space
of sections of the bundle y ® S over M.
Explicitly:
3.7 r ( ^ ® ^ ) = { / € S ® r ( 7 i * ^ ) such that f(ug)=(p(g)®\)~lf(u))}.
Let V be a hermitian connection on <^. Denote its curvature by
Q< We will consider ^ as a section of A 2 T* M ® End S. We pull back
the connection on <f to a connection on n* S. If ^ is a vector field on P'
we denote the covariant derivative by V^ : r{n* ^) -^ r(7c*<^). We also
denote by V^ the operator 1 ® V^ on the space 5 ® r(n* ^).
Let us note that, for a eg, q>€r(7c*<f).
3.8

(^(^-^(uexpcfl))^
de

3.9. Let D : r ( ^ ® < ? ) - ^ r ( ^ ® <f) be the Dirac operator. In the
identification 3.7, D is given by the formula:

^L^,^.)®^).
The operator D maps V{y^ ® <?) into r ( y ~ ® < T ) and vice versa.
denote by
D* : r(^* ®<?)-^r(.^- ®<f)
and

D" : r{y ®^)-.r(y^®^),
the restrictions of D.
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The operator D2 leaves stable the decomposition

T{y ® <^)= r^ ® s) © r(^~ ® <?).
We denote by Di (resp. D 2 ) the restrictions of D 2 to H^ ®<?) (resp.
r(^-®<?)).
3.10. Denote by A^ the Laplace operator of the bundle n*^. Let
£;^ 1 ^ i <j < n, be the basis of 9 introduced in 1.3.
Then:
{?,, l ^ i ^n, 2£^., l ^ i < ; ^ n } ,
is an orthogonal frame of the Riemannian manifold K
2.15, A^ is given by:

From 2.12 and

^=Zl ^ » $ n ^. ^ei~^L\^i<j^n4 ^£,j ^£,/

The operator A^ commutes with the action of G on r^*^).
We also denote by A^ the operator 1 ® A^ on S ® r{n* ^).
3.11 LEMMA. — The operator
r (^ ® ^) <= 5 ® r (7i* <^) ^ (he scfl/or

^ i ^, < ^ „ 4 Vf^ Vj^

operates

on

^(dimg)——"^
Proof. — For f l € 9 and/eS ® r(7i*^'), we have
(V,/)(u)=^/(uexp£fl)|,.orfc

Thus, if/verifies 3.7, V^/=-(p(a)® I)/. The element e,e^ of the
Clifford algebra is such that (e,^)^ — 1 . As £^=T(1/2^^). we obtain
our lemma.
3.12. Let fc(u)= — ^ i ^ , < .^^<n^(?,, ?/)^p ^> be the scalar curvature
of the manifold M(k(u) depends only of x=n{u)). Define a section of
Ends (S)® End (n*^} by
3.13

^(^^^^(^nd+^^^^^^r^,)®^^^
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Remark that:
3.14

V^ug)=(p(g)-1 ® 1) ^(u)(p(^)® 1).

Thus the multiplication of Vf commutes with the action of G on
S®r(7C*<f). The formula of Lichnerowicz for D2 is given by the
following:
3.15. PROPOSITION [17] :

D^-A^^lr^®^).
Proof:
D2^^(e,)c(e,)®^^
= -1 ® £,V^+ ^c(e,)c(e,) ® [V^ V,J.

using the commutation relations of the Clifford algebra.
Now
[V<,» V<,]=V«.. e,]+^(^ ^).

From 2.9 [?,, ?y]= —(ft(?,, ^))w is a vertical vector field on P' thus, if

/er(y®<^)

V(e,. e;] / (") = (P (" (0. ^ ® 1 ) / (U).

and
D 2 /(u)=-£,V^V,../(u)
+ \(Li, j c (^i) ^ (^) P (^ (^ ^)) ® 1) / (u)
+ (£, < y c (e.)c (^) ® ^ ("^p

M

^)) / (")•

A classical formula, using the symmetries of the Riemanian curvature
Q, shows that
S. ^ c (e,) c (e^) p (ft, (?,, ?,)) = ] k (u) Id.
From 3.11, we obtain 3.15.
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3.16. Consider the Riemannian volume forms Ac, du, dg, on the oriented Riemannian manifolds M, P\ G. For a continuous function <p on
P', we have:
(p(u)Ai=

(

^(ug)dg\dx.

3.17. The operator et(Af~vf}(t>0) on S®r(n*^) is given by a C00
kernel with respect to the measure du on P\ We denote this kernel by
kf{t, UQ, u)eEnd S ® Hom(<f^ <f^),
for
Uo, ueP\

Xo=n(Uo\

x=n(u).

Since A^ and Vf commute with the action of G on S ® ^ ( ^ * ^ ) we
have
3.18

^(f, Mog, ^)=(pte)-1 ® 1)^((, uo, u)(p(^)® 1)

for^eG.
Define, for UQ, ueP\ n(u)=x, 7t(uo)=-Xo3.19

^(r, uo, u)= f ^(t, uo, M^Kpte)® 1)^.
Jc

Then, for/er(^ ® ^), J^(r, MO. ")./(M)eS ® ^and depends only of
x=n(u).

3.20. PROPOSITION. — Forf€V(y®S), we have:
(^./K^-f ^(t,uo,u)./(u))^.
JM

Proof. — This follows immediately from the formula 3.16 and the
property 3.7.
3.21. Let H be a group of orientation preserving isometrics of M. If
y e H , the natural lift of y to P is an isometry of the Riemannian manifold
P commuting with the action of G. We will assume that the action of H
on P lifts to an action on P ' which will be denoted by y. u for 7 € H and
UE?'.
Let us assume that the action of H on M lifts to an action on the vector
bundle S preserving the connection.
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For y e H , we denote by f(y) the action of y on S. The restriction
/(Y), of l(y) to <?, is an isomorphism of the Hermitian vector spaces
e
x -^ ^yx- Th^ group H acts on r(7i111 S), thus on S ® r(n* S} by
(Y./K^O®^)).^-1^.

As Y is an isometry of P ' and its action on S preserves the connection, the
action of H on S®r(n*^), commutes with A^, V^. Thus the kernel
kf (^ ^ u) satisfies the relation:
3.22

(1 ®4y),-i^)M^ Y ~ 1 ^ u)=ky(t, u^ YM)(I ®/(Y),).

As the action of H on P' commutes with G, H preserves H^®^), and
for /eF (^®<?).
3.23

(Y^-^ 2 ./)^)
= f (^0, "o, yu)(\(Sl(y\)f(u))dx

JM

=

f f f ^(^ ^ 7K^" l )(Pte)®/(7),)./(^^)^.
JM\JG
/

For g e G and UQ == u e P^ the map
M^Y^' l )(Pte)®/(Y)x).

is an endomorphism of 5 ® ^ which preserves 5 + ® ^ and
S~ ® ^ We define its supertrace as in 1.19.
Let
3.24

/ l ( r , Y , x ) = ( st(^(r, u, yug-1)?^)® l(y)^)dg
JG

(the right hand side depends only on x=n(u)).

Recall
that
we
can
compute
the
equivariant
index
^ker D* (y)~^ker D~ (v) of the Dirac operator by the fundamental formula
Of MCKEAN-SINGER [18] :

3.25. For every t > 0,
trkcr D^Y)-^ o-(Y) = tr(Y^- t D i )-t^(Y^- f I > 2 )= f ^(f, y, ^)^.
JM
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Let My be the manifold of fixed points by the action of y on M. If
x^My, the elements u, y u g ' 1 are distinct for all g in G. Let ^V(x) be a
cut-off function equal to 1 in a small neighborhood of My. As, for t -»0
kf(t, UQ, u) is small at all orders outside the diagonal of P ' x P ' a partitition
of unity gives:
3.26

lim^o | ^ 7» x)rix=lim^o f ^. Y. x)V(x)dx.
JM
JM

Assume that My is oriented. Let ^TMy be the normal bundle to My
in M. Let 17 be a tubular neighborhood of My. By the exponential
map, U is isomorphic to a neighborhood of the zero section of ^ My. We
denote by p : U -+ My the corresponding fibration, and by
/^:

^^(^^^"^(My),

the integration along the fibers of compactly supported forms.
We then have
f .4(r,y,x)T(x)dx=f
A (r, y, x) T (x) dx =
p^ (T (x) A (t, 7, x) dx).
JM
JM
JM

jMy

We will see that lim, ^ o p ^ ( ^ ¥ { x ) A (r, y, x)</x) exists and we will identify
the limit I ( y ) as an element of ^"^(My) (Theorem 3.34). It is clear,
from 3.25, that we have the:
3.27. THEOREM:
trkcr^W-tri^o-C^

Hy)'

The density 7(y) on M is called the equivariant index density.
We now proceed towards its calculation in terms of characteristic forms.
3.28. Let Mo be a connected component of My. We fix XQ 6 Mo. The
tangent space T^(M) is the direct sum of the tangent space T^(Mo) to
MO and of the normal space N^. The space T^(Mo) is the eigenspace
of eigenvalue 1 for the action of y on T^(M). As det^ ^ y = l , the
dimension of N^ is even. We denote by no=^o ^e dimension of Mo,
n, = 2 ^ the dimension of .^\o.
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Let us decompose as in 1.22 V= R" in
V= VQ C V,

with

Fo = R^

^i = R"1.

We consider as in 1.22, C(VQ\ C(V^ go, 9i» GO» GI- The groups G,
are included in C^ (F,).
Let PQ t^ ^e subbundle of P | MQ consisting of frames u : R" -» T^ M
which are compatible with the orthogonal decompositions
V-V,QV^

T,,(M)=T^(Mo)eA^

and the given orientations. We write u=(uo» «i)- Let PQ^-P '|A^o ^
the pull back of ?o. Let uePo. There exists an element Yi =Yi (u)eGi
such that 7 M = u 7 i . Remark that y^ depends only on the image of u
in POThe in variance of the Riemannian connection of M by the isometry 7
implies that for veVo and uePo ^e element Qy(S) commutes with Yi,
thus decomposes
cUiO^OO+co^.

with (o;, (?) 6 9, for i = (0,1). The forms (0°, co1 define canonical connections
on the tangent bundle TMo and the normal bundle ^r Mo. (The connection on TAfo coincides of course with the Riemannian connection of the
manifold MQ.}
Similarly, for i\ i/ e VQ, the curvature Q^ (?, ?') decomposes as

njF, ?)=n,°(?, ?')©o^ (?,?').
where O^?, ?)69, /or i'=0,l, and the form Q'eja/^Po) ® 9. is the curvature of the connection above. Furthermore
3.29. 0^ (i\ v ' ) commutes with Adyi.
Consider the Go-invariant function on Qo (1.7).
-i-.Y^

exp^-exp^fl/^Y 72

a =
^-^o
-^Jvoo2^)
(v"^-l"^^o
) ^ ^^o—————————————— )
\
a
/

•

Extend it as in 1 . 1 5 to a function on A^T,,?®^ ^^ values in
A" T. P. Define the Chern-Weil form:
10

Aw j w

•- ' {-^)•
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Then A (Mo) is basic i. e. the pull back of a form on Mo which we
denote by A (My).
3.30. L e t ^ e G i , the function on gi, a-^(—\)11 dety^l—g^) has a
square root on 9^ denoted by D l / 2 { g ^ , a) such that:

^(^(^(-lyisi1^).
We have
D^^^^ldet^d-^^Ol^tSt^^-^det^d-^)!^ 2 .

It is easy to see that the form D^y^u), -^/2in) on ?o is basic
and defines an invertible form on Mo. We denote its inverse by
D-^^Mo).

3.31. We denote by ch(y, S) the form on Mo given at the point x by
>,,(W..XP-^)3.32 THEOREM (DONNELLY-PATODI [10], GILKEY [15], BISMUT [9]):
\m^op^(^(x)A(t, Y, x)^)=(ch(y, ^D- 172 ^, ^ M,)A (M,))11""1.
The proof will follow from several observations.
Let XoeMo. Let us fix uePo above XQ. We write the image of u in
PQ as (UQ, Ui). The fiber p~ * (^o) of the fibration p : U -» Mo is parametrized by a neighborhood of 0 in ^p via the map
r-..v(r)=exp^(u,(r))(re^,).

Denote by ^r the volume form on ^p and by d.\Q the Riemannian
volume form on Mo. At the point x(r) we write
dx^j(x^ r}dxo A di\
The function 7 (.\o, r) is C3' on a neighborhood of 0 in V\ and
y(.^0)=l.
Let us write
<P(t')=/Oco< r)^(x(r)).
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Then (p is C00 and compactly supported and
q>(0)=l.
At the point XQ, we have:
p^(^V(x)A(t, y, x)dx)=^((, 7, Xo)Aco,
with
A(r,7,xo)=f

.4(t,7,Jc(i;))<D(iQA;.

^i
The point exp^eP' projects on x(u), for ye ^. Thus we have:
st (fc^ (t, exp^ u, y (exp^ u)^~ 1 ) (p (g) ® / (y), ^) ^.

A (r, Y, ^ (v)) =
JG

We have
Y exp^=exp^?=exp^^ (?)=expjyi i;)^yi.
Thus:
3.33

^(r,y,x(y))
st(^(r, exp^, e\p^(y^vfy^g~l)(p(g)(Sl(y)^^)dg

=
JG

st(^(f, exp^, expJylr)^• l )(p(^Yl)®/(Y)^^)^.

=
JG

Let us trivialize the bundle ^\p~l(xQ) by parallel transport along the
geodesies s -» x(sv). Thus all the fibers of S \ p " 1 (xo) are identified with
^o == ^xo3.34 The linear map:
fWxW

:

^X(^-"^X(T|^

is identified with an cndomorphism of EQ which we denote by / (y, r). We
write
^=/(Y,0)=/(y)^
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Similarly the linear map
kf(t, exp^, exp,(Yii;)^- 1 ): S®^^^-^S®^^,
is considered as an endomorphism of S ® EQ.
The function
t -^ kf ((, exp^ ?, exp^ (Yi u) ^- 1 ) (p (r),
is rapidly decreasing as t -»• 0 if ^ is far from the origin in G. Thus we
can use exponential coordinates on G. Let T (a) be a cut-off function on
9, equal to 1 on a small neighborhood of 0. Then d(e\pa)=j^(a)da
(1.7) and
3.35 I (7, Xo) = lim, ^ o ^ (r, y, Xo)
lim^o

st(^(t, exp^?, expjy^ i;)'exp(-fl))
JflX^i

x(p((exp fl)Yi)®/(y, u))) (p (r) ^ (fl);, (a) ^ ^.
We will replace the kernel k^ by its expansion (3.4), with
N>dim P/2. This will not change the limit in 3. 35.
Recall the notations 3.3. In the present situation, the sections
u -*- U, (MQ, u) of the bundle
End S ® £o ® TC* <^,
are determined by the system of differential equations
V^ ([/, r1^2) = r^2 (A^ - F^) 17, .„

3. 36

^o("o. "o)=L
where A^ denotes the Laplace operator on the bundle n* S. (We use the
fact that Vf(x)=Vf(x)*.)
We identify End S with the Clifford algebra C{V). Then
^(i^eC^P^End ^.
The differential equation implies immediately:
3.37. LEMMA:
l/,(uo, ^eC^^Hom^,, ^)
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Put
(p; (a, v) == I}, (exp.. u, exp., (Yi i;) ^ exp (- a))

and
h (a, i;) == q (exp., i?, exp., (y^ r)^ exp (- a)).

Let @ i (fl) be the Hessian of the function v -»• h (a, v) at the crititcal
point Oe V^. Since det^ (1 -y^) ^0 we see from 2.23 that Qi (a), considered as a symmetric endomorphism of ^i, is positive and invertible for
small a. Thus 0 is a non degenerate critical point. By Morse lemma,
there exists a local diffeomorphism of V^:
r-^u'=^(u),

such that
^(O)^^2,

F,(0)=0,

and

^^IHM.T
Let us write:
dv = m (a, i/) (/i?';

then

(I);, (a, i;')=<D^(a, u);

then <D;(a, 0)=<I).(a, 0),

r (y, a, r') = / (y, i?);
a (a, r') == (p (r) 4^ (a);

m (a, 0) == det Q i (a) ~ 1/2,

then / / (y, a, 0) = /o,

then a (a, r') is compactly supported

and a(a, 0) is identically equal to 1 in a neighborhood of 0 in 9.
In 3.35 we replace kf by its expansion (3.4) with N > 1 / 2 dim P and
we perform the change of variables r -^ v ' . We obtain
3.38

/(Y^^im^o^O' 1 '* 1 "" 972
^ f

^-^i-n^^-'l^st^o^^^^

Jgxi'i

x ( p ( e x p a y , ) ® r ( Y , a, r)))^(fl)a(fl, r)w(a, v}dadv
=lim^o(4^r)-'- d • m f t / 2 f

e-^-112"11'"2^

JflX^,

£^0^ ^((P (^P ^Yi ® OG,^, r))^rft\
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with
G, (a, v) =/g (a) a (a, i;) w (a, i;) (1 ® F (y, o, u)) <D; (fl, u).
Since <l>,'(fl, lOeC 2 *^ ® End £o» the Hmit in 3.38 exists by proposition
1.23 and is given by:
ny,^)^^)'^90!^

3.39

where g is the function on QQ defined by:
3.40

^^(yO tr^Ya(^o gr^G,^, 0))l(j)V

where a is a choice of a representatives in 5(g) of elements ofA^V
(1.19). We have:
3.41

G,(fl, 0)=^(fl)(det Qi (fl))-17^! ® /o)^.^ 0)-

First, we compute Q i (fl) for a € golf
^Zi^^no^'^6^

and

uePo»

then (^, fl)=^^,^^^^QJ?,, ?,) decomposes by 3.29 as
(Q,,fl)=(n^,fl)®(Q;,a),
where (0;,, a) eg, for i=0, 1.
Since u is fixed, we omit the subscript u.
3.42. LEMMA. — For acQQ,

g.(.,.li-,.-.,p.in..^)(^';^_,)(.-.,..
Prw/. - We use 2.28. Note that a is replaced by -a. Since
(Q 1 , a)eqi commutes with 7,, it is enough by 2.28 to show that, for any
5eQi commuting with 7? the endomorphism

(/-yrW^)(i~7i)
of V^ is symmetric.
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But this can be written as
b
b
b
b
.^
e^l^^^^T^71 •
It follows from 3.42 and 1.7 that for a e Qo3.43 det fii(fl)=det^(l-exp(-n 1 , a)/2)y,)
xdet^l-Y^ftQ^)^).
We compute now gr^O^a, (^eA^F) ® End £oPut:
^O^Ei^^ A e,®^(ue, ue,)eA2 V®End £o.

Multiplication by ^(u) defines
A'*' V® End EQ. This operator is also
Let a -» T (a) be the representation
representation on V. We also denote
A" ^ ® E n d £ o .
Put,

an operator on the algebra
denoted by jR^(u).
of 9 on A V which extends the
by x{a) the operator T(a)® 1 on

jp.(a)=det 9 (u, u exp (—a})

Finally denote by 1 the unit element of A^ V® End £o. We have:
3.44. PROPOSITION:
L,o gr1211^, O)^^)-1^^-^^^ 1.
Proof. — We consider the system of differential equations 3. 36.
Put,
y;.(5)=^(5fl)l/2grI2il<D,(5fl,0),

Ft^^./,^)
R (s)^Rf(ue\p{-sa)).
f

Remark that ^(s)^^ 1 ^^^).
The operator V^ restricts to u exp (g)=exp^(9) as the Euler vector
field. Thus, taking the gradation in account, 3. 36 implies
d
-F(s}^-Rf{s)F(s)=-(esxia}R/(u))F(s).
ds
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It follows that B(s)==(?~ ST(a) F(5) is a solution of
d
B(s)=-(x(a)^Rf{u))B(s\
ds

B(0)=l,

and this proves the proposition.
Let us denote by Jfo ^ kernel of the map
Ao®\: 5 ( 9 o ) ® E n d £ o ^ A + ( F o ) ® E n d £ o
Using 3.44 we compute mod Jfo the function
3.45

fl^adg^^.^O))^).

Denote by ad a the derivation of S (9) associated to a 6 9.
Then
T^^ss/^ado
and
(ada.(p)(a)=0

for <pe5(Q).

Therefore 3.45 is equal, mod JTo, to
3.46

,^)-...,p(-<J^2).

By 2.20, 2.21, we have

^)=^(^(<n^)•
For a € go, we define
3.47

,,,,).,.^(^^,(i"^).

By 3.43, 3.46 and 3.47 we have now identified all the ingredients
necessary to the computation of the left hand side in 3.39. Remark that
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j^ = 1 mod Jfo. Recalling the definition of D112 (y^, a\ (3.32), we obtain
that the function g in 3.39 is equal mod Jfo to
a^D-^(y
a
^^

<"!^V^f<"°^V
/, _ <^0^>\
lYi» -——^——Uvo I——^——jtr^Noexp- ——^——I.

By 1.16, this implies the theorem.
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